
21Antonyms: missing letters

Complete the word on the right to have an opposite meaning to the word on  
the left.

disappoint

insufficient

incapable

remove

establish

unite

hidden

jovial

keen

effortless

leisurely

safe

stable
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Antonyms: missing letters

c o p e t t

i r e s

d e u a t

s e r t e

i a l l

a i s h

r e l t n t

s i b l

m i a b l e

s r e u u s

l i m

l h l

u r r d



29Vocabulary revision

Substitute the words or phrases in bold with a word from the  
box below. Write the correct letter in each box on the right.

Vocabulary revision
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A imagine E obedient I fit M tolerant Q exhausted

B perfect F decided J innocent N oppose R manage

C opening G overjoyed K location O survivors S certain

D monitor H investigate L ignore P resemble T illustrate

Sadly, the rescue party found very few people still alive.

Harish made up his mind to go to the cinema on Saturday rather than Sunday.

Sophie’s parents take plenty of exercise and are always in very good shape.

Betsy’s cat found a small gap in the fence and managed to escape.

Aron’s teacher asked him to make up a poem and add a drawing to it.

Freddie decided that he would pay no attention to his sister’s moaning. 

Emilie could never think of a world without the internet.

The defendant tried to convince the judge that he was not guilty.

The police needed to make some inquiries about the cause of the accident.

The rescued sailors were wet and hungry, and looked haggard.

Alina’s parents are both very easy-going.

Both Kieran and Daniel look like their dad.

Halima had always wanted to be in charge of her own business.

Jamil’s pet dog was always well behaved.

After her stay in hospital, Millie was advised to keep an eye on her temperature.

No one in the family dares to stand up to Aunt Amy.

When you buy something new, you can expect it to be flawless.

Lucy knew the perfect place for a family picnic.

Hari was thrilled to have passed his driving test first time.

Lidia was positive that she had everything she needed for her school trip.
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Scientists once thought no life existed at the bottom of the sea. They knew that the water 

Q1  was very strong. However, that Q2  about 

100 years ago. Scientists began dragging heavy nets across the sea floor. They found crabs, 

worms and some strange-looking fish. Total darkness begins below 900 metres. No sunlight 

Q3  these depths, so no plants can live there. Yet there is life in this dark 

world. In fact, life is Q4  in unexpected numbers and varieties. Some animals 

swim to the surface waters to feed. Others hunt for food in deep waters. Plant and animal 

remains drift down from above. These dead bodies are the main food Q5  

for deep-sea life.

In the following passages, some of the words are missing. Complete each passage 
by selecting the words from the options A to H. Each word may only be used 
once. Write the correct letter in each answer lozenge.

A B C D E F G H

reaches energy pressure living sources changed ever present

Deep-sea creatures can live Q6  the water pressure is strong, and they have 

ways to find food in this black world. Some fish have huge mouths to help them catch anything 

that swims by. Others have Q7  stomachs that Q8  to 

hold whatever food they can find. They can eat food that is larger than they are.

Many deep-sea animals glow in the dark! They have organs that give off a brightly coloured 

light. The organs glow so that the animals can attract their Q9 . These 

organs may also help fish Q10  each other and find mates.

A B C D E F G H

whatever prey where elastic under feed stretch identify
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